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1 Introduction 

An autogenous mill is a mission critical application found in the concentrator section of a mine. The 
mill’s primary task is to grind ore into a suitable size for the next step in the concentration process. 
 
There are many different types of mills; ball mills, rod mills, SAG (Semi-Autogenous Grinding) and 
autogenous mills. In a ball mill, steel or stone balls are mixed with the ore and during rotation of 
the drum the ore is ground, by friction and compression, into a suitable fineness for the next step in 
the process. A rod mill uses a similar principle, but the steel or stone balls are replaced by rods to 
create the grinding action. In an autogenous mill, the ore itself is used in the grinding process and 
finally a SAG mill is a combination of a ball mill and an autogenous mill. In an autogenous mill, the 
presence of a sufficient amount of bigger parts of ore inside the drum is process-critical, or the 
grinding process will be ineffective.  
 
The main component of all mills is a rotating drum turning with a suitable speed. The drum is nor-
mally coated on the inside by a rubber material.  The ore is fed into the drum in one end and is 
crushed and transported out in the other. 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 1  A SAG (Semi-Autogenous Grinding) mill, normally short with a large diameter. 
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As mentioned previously, the mill is a very important part of the concentration process in the min-
ing industry. In many cases, the entire process can be severely limited or completely stopped if the 
mill ceases to operate and close observation of mill equipment condition is therefore essential. An 
unplanned stop must be avoided at almost any cost. 
 
SPM Instrument was invited to a major Swedish mining company, Boliden AB, to apply our most 
advanced online condition monitoring equipment on an autogenous mill in its site in Garpenberg, 
Sweden.  
 
The actual evaluation of our system took place between January, 2012 and September, 2012. At the 
time of writing, measurement still continues and deviations are recorded and reported. The pur-
pose of the measurement trials was 1) to evaluate the current condition of the mill, 2) to find suita-
ble parameters to trend and follow over time, enabling an early warning system and 3) to examine 
the possibility to find a way to optimize the grinding process by using relevant vibration and/or 
shock pulse measurements. 
 
The main products for the Garpenberg mine are zinc, lead, silver and gold.

Fig. 2  An autogenous mill (primary mill 10, Boliden, Garpenberg). 
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2 Conclusion and summary 

Condition of the mill 

During the period from January, 2012 to October, 2013, two serious problems were detected well 
before any serious consequences. The first incident was a bearing damage found in one of the two 
gearboxes. The other was a loose gear (wobbling gear) in the same gearbox. Both of these prob-
lems could have caused serious malfunctions with severe economic consequences, had they not 
been detected. 
 
The combination of vibration and shock pulse measurement is ideal for this type of application. The 
shock pulse technology is very suitable for detection of bearing damages in “noisy” environments 
like the gearboxes in this case study. Vibration technology is optimal for low frequency-related fault 
conditions like unbalance, loose gears and misalignment. 
 
After more than 21 months of measurements the system is performing very well. Thanks to the sen-
sitivity of the system and the long forewarning times, maintenance actions can be planned well in 
advance, thus creating a sense of being in control of this mission critical application.  
 

3 Application description 

The main part of an autogenous mill is the drum. In this case, the drum inner diameter is 5.1 meters 
and the outer diameter 6 meters. The drum rotates at 15.7 RPM. The resulting peripheral speed is 
approximately 5 m/s. The drum is driven by two frequency-controlled motors on opposite sides of 
the drum. Via a two-stage gearbox, a pinion gear drives the drum itself. 
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In total, 28 transducers are used to cover the entire mill; twenty shock pulse and eight vibration 
transducers. Also, two RPM probes are mounted on the drive shafts. 
 
The motor (RPM=744.9) drives the gearbox via a cardan shaft. The gearbox reduces the speed 
(1:0.202). The gearbox output shaft drives the drum via a pinion gear. The whole drum is supported 
by two hydrostatic bearings, the condition of which is not measured.  
 
Inside the drum, there are 28 rubber “lifters” used to lift bigger stones of ore in a cascading mo-
tion, causing impact breakage of ore. These “lifters” will eventually wear down. Half of the lifters 
are lower in height. 
 
For this type of application the speed of the drum is very important. Too high RPM will make the 
ore just follow the drum around, while too low RPM will not create conditions for the grinding. The 
speed at which the ore is following the drum around is called the “critical speed”. When discussing 
drum RPM, it is often expressed in fractions of the “critical speed” (in percentage).

Drum 

Hydrostatic 
bearing 

Motor 
B side 

Pinion gear 

Gearbox 

Drive shaft 

Hydrostatic bearing 

Gearbox 

Drive shaft 

A side 

Motor 

Pinion gear 

Fig. 3  The autogenous mill seen from above 
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4 System setup 

4.1 Measuring equipment 

The total number of transducers used for this application is 28, fourteen on either side; ten shock 
pulse transducers and four vibration transducers on each side covering the motor, the gearbox and 
the drive shaft. The shock pulse transducers are mounted as closely as possible to the load zone in 
order to cover bearing-related signals, while the vibration transducers are mounted to cover low 
frequency movement and not necessarily in the load zone. 
 
We use two Intellinova Compact versions (INS18) because of their excellent measuring perfor-
mance. Utilizing ten shock pulse and four vibration channels per Intellinova Compact leaves two 
spare channels per measuring technique on each Intellinova Compact unit.

Fig. 4  The drum interior during a service stop. The rubber lifters are clearly visible. 
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A 3G modem is connected to handle both Intellinova Compacts. The database and the Linx soft-
ware are installed in the SPM network in Strängnäs. Thanks to the buffering capability in the Intelli-
nova Compact units, even a temporary loss of communication will not cause any loss of data. With 
this system setup, we are able to fine tune alarm limits and the measurement setup directly from 
SPM. 
 
We use two separate inductive probes for RPM measurement, one on each drive shaft. It is very 
important to have a good quality RPM signal to enable Order tracking to work optimally.  
 
To enable mill operators to follow critical trends, the “Trends via Internet” function in Condmaster 
is used. 
 

4.2 Measuring technique(s) 

In order to cover the bearing condition of motors and gearboxes as well as drive shafts, we use 
shock pulse transducers (type 44 000). The shock pulse transducers combined with the SPM HD 
technology have superior bearing condition detection capability, making it an easy choice.  
 
We decided to add four vibration sensors (SLD144B); one on the motor, two on the gearbox (hori-
zontal and vertical) and one on the support bearing for the drive shaft (vertical). The shock pulse 
transducers do not detect low frequency signals from unbalance, misalignment, soft foot etc, so the 
purpose of the vibration transducers are to cover that type of low frequency movement. 
 
Using shock pulse transducers for bearing condition assessment in a gearbox is very efficient. The 
multiple gear-mesh frequencies in a gearbox significantly affect normal vibration transducers, mak-
ing the spectrum and overall values very hard to interpret. The shock pulse transducer however is 
not affected by the gear-meshes (if there are no gear damages), so the readings are very clean and 
crisp, showing only bearing condition. The reason for this is that normal mesh frequencies are too 
low to be detected by the shock pulse transducer. If a crack or surface imperfection were to occur 
in one or several gear teeth, the shock pulse transducer would react due to the shocks. 
 
   

4.3 Condmaster setup 

Because the mill is running continuously, no triggers or measuring conditions are applied. The pa-
rameters followed and trended are HDm for all shock pulse measurements (a moving average filter 
with ten readings turned out to be useful to avoid false alarms caused by single impacts) and vibra-
tion velocity RMS (here too a moving average of ten values is used).  
 
For gear-mesh trending, band values from acceleration spectrums are useful, again with a moving 
average filter of ten readings. 
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The measurement interval is set to one reading every hour, but due to the amount of channels the 
practical measurement interval lands at one reading every 1.5 to two hours. This could be changed 
to two readings per channel per day; since the damage development process is relatively slow, two 
readings per day is more than enough. 
 
The standard spectrum setup for the shock pulse readings is 1600 lines, symptom enhancement 
factor = 10 and an upper frequency of 100 orders. 
 

 
 
 
The “Vib 3” vibration transducer mounted on the input shaft of the gearbox is used to detect all 
gear-mesh frequencies in the gearbox. We use a 6400 line spectrum, order tracked with an upper 
frequency of 100 orders. Because this shaft is turning with the highest speed (744.9 RPM), the 100 
order upper frequency setting enables all gear-mesh frequencies to be detected in the vibration 
spectrum. A high resolution of 6400 lines reveals all details at lower frequencies.

Fig. 5 Measuring points; shock pulse measuring points in red and vibration in blue. 
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By applying bands around the gear-mesh frequencies in the spectrum above, the gear-mesh ampli-
tude can be trended, revealing gear problems in the gearbox. 
 
 

5 Case descriptions 

5.1 Case #1; the loose gear in the B side gearbox 

On November 5, 2012 it was decided to replace the B side gearbox with a spare one. The reason 
for the gearbox replacement was the decision to replace the bearing described below (Case 2). 
When the gearbox replacement was started, the acceleration spectrum from measuring point “Vib 
7” displayed elevated acceleration values. 

Fig. 6  A 6400 line acceleration spectrum from “Vib3”. Three distinct gear-mesh peaks with harmonics can 
be observed. Only the main frequencies are pointed out. 

41/37 tooth gear-mesh 

17/76 tooth gear-mesh 

32 tooth gear-mesh 

Fig. 7  The acceleration trend with clear elevated values in November, 2012. The gearbox was replaced 
again with the original gearbox, resulting in lower values. 
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It was discovered that the 37-tooth gear was wobbling when turning, causing the clear acceleration 
trend. This fault could have caused severe damages if undetected. There could also have been risk 
for personal injuries due to the high forces involved. The personnel at the mill decided to continue 
to run the gearbox until the other one was repaired. During twelve days of running the wobbling 
gear, the operators closely watched the Internet trends looking for any dangerous developments. It 
was also decided not to allow people to come close to the gearbox due to the risk of injuries. Final-
ly, the gearbox was replaced with the repaired gearbox and the trends went back to normal levels.

Fig. 8  An acceleration spectrum showing strong gear-mesh frequencies with sidebands corresponding to 
the 41/37 gear mesh. 

Fig. 9  A Colored Spectrum Overview screen shot. Note the very clear change of the pattern. 
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5.2 Case #2; inner and outer race bearing damage 

  
 
The drive side of middle shaft of the B side gearbox (SPM 5 B side) showed, from the very first 
reading in January, 2012, a very unstable trend. The readings sometimes showed a clear outer race 
signal pattern and sometimes a clear inner race pattern.  

Fig. 10  The inner race of  the LSL192326 bearing. 
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On bearing replacement, clear inner and outer race spalls were found in the bearing (see fig 10 
above). 
 
Interestingly enough, only three months after the replacement with a new bearing, it showed an 
increasing trend; this time with a very clear outer race spall. The bearing has not yet been replaced 
(October 2013). 

 

Fig. 11  The HDm trend from February 13, 2012 to November 5, 2012. Highly fluctuating readings 
throughout the measuring period. 

Fig. 12  The HDm trend of the new bearing, a clear increase. Timespan: November, 2012 to June, 2013. 
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The fact that even the replaced bearing shows clear outer race signals after only a couple of months 
in operation leads to the conclusion that this is a weak point in the gearbox design. 
 

Fig. 13  Spectrum from  April 7, 2013; a very clear outer race signal with 1 X sideband. Note the very crisp 
and clear outer race signal, not affected at all by the gear-mesh frequencies in the gearbox. 
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7 Appendix 

Two low frequency Wilcoxon transducers were mounted on the hydrostatic bearings. Even if the 
signal is of low amplitude, a pattern with fourteen stronger and fourteen weaker signals can be 
seen. They correspond to the all in all 28 rubber “lifters” inside the drum.  
 
Time synchronous averaging with 50 readings was used in order to average away the non-
synchronous signals. We are investigating if the “lifter” signal can be used for lifter wear trending. 
This test is still continuing. 
 

 
 
 

Fig. 14  A time synchronous vibration reading showing the high and low lifters. 


